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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
In his report to the Subcommittee on Education, Sidney Marland 
(1972) identifies gifted and talented children as those who by virtue 
of outstanding ability are capable of high performance. They have 
demonstrated achievement or the potential for achievement in general 
intellectual ability, a specific aptitude in an academic field or area 
of human endeavor and creative or productive thinking and problem 
solving. They are capable of higher cognitive skills, conceputaliza­
tion and abstraction. By this very fact, they require different edu­
cational services beyond those normally provided in the classroom. 
Gifted and talented children have exceptional educational needs 
and they represent a vast and largely untapped resource to society. 
Statement of the Problem 
Renewed interest, growing research and implications of state and 
federal legislation has prompted school districts to initiate programs 
to provide for the educational needs of the gifted and talented stu­
dents. 
The school district in which this writer is currently teaching, 
has undertaken such a project. 
Involvement in a challenge reading course offered to high achiev­
ing readers during the summer, as well as participation in a district 
committee concerning program development for the gifted and talented 
students, led this writer to further investigate techniques designed 
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to challenge and stimulate these students while broadening and deep­
ening their knowledge and interests. 
Witty (1971) characterizes the verbally gifted child in elementary 
school as achieving best in reading and language. The rapidity of 
their learning style, acquiring academic skills in a short period of 
time, leads classroom teachers to seek enrichment activities to meet 
their unique needs. 
It is the purpose of this paper to compile a list of activities 
and techniques that help to promote creativity and foster divergent 
thinking in the language arts curriculum. 
It is hoped that this list can be of practical value in a care­
fully engineered program to provide options for the varied learning 
styles and abilities of high achieving fifth grade students in a 
regular classroom. 
Limitations of the Investigation 
This investigation is limited to those activities and techniques 
appropriate for use in the language arts curriculum to provide enrich­
ment for high achieving fifth grade students in the regular classroom. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Recognition of the gifted individual can be traced back as far 
as the Greeks and Romans. However, this recognition represents a 
tunnel view of gifted individuals. 
Giftedness, according to Gallagher (1975), reflects the dimensions 
which a culture values and as these societal values change, so do the 
views of the nature of excellence. 
The societal changes of the 1960's sparked an increasing concern 
for artistic ability, moral behavior and creativity. Consequently, 
this concern seems to have led to a more encompassing definition of 
giftedness. 
The review of related literature in this paper will span the last 
twenty years; a period when new awareness, insight and concern for 
gifted children appears to have surfaced. 
Characteristics of Gifted Children at the Intermediate Level 
Research and literature of the last twenty years concerning the 
gifted high achievers suggests that their learning is qualitatively 
different, often ocurring through intuitive leaps and unique percep­
tions. 
Witty (1963) characterizes gifted students as having remarkable 
language development, an early precocity in vocabulary development 
as well as exhibiting verbal superiority based on intelligence tests. 
Furthermore, Criscuolo (1963) indicates that these children per­
ceive relationships, enjoy dealing with abstractions, demonstrate 
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curiosity, creativity and imagination. In addition, good memories and 
rapid learning are typical of gifted children. 
More recently, Labuda (1974), concurring with Criscuolo, adds 
persistent curiosity, longer attention span, appreciation of people 
and things and wide interests to the characteristics of gifted 
children. 
Ziv (1977) compiled a list of characteristics of the gifted child 
which clearly identifies him/her as unique as well as aids in identi­
fying the high achiever. 
Dunne (1973) finds that many bright children are impatient with 
details, but enjoy working with broad questions, ideas and issues. 
He adds that they enjoy the opportunity to relate problems they en­
counter in texts to relevant parallel problems and analyze possible 
solutions. 
The ability of the gifted child to involve themself in many 
activities simultaneously and manage all with relative success implies 
a need for access to rich and varied opportunities. Many authors take 
the view that provisions for the gifted should be combined with greater 
individualization. However, there should be a blend of structure and 
unstructured instruction. 
Research studies by Rice and Bank (1967) stress emphasis on acti­
vity and not merely the passive absorption of knowledge. 
A preference for library books by high achievers is reported by 
Langer (1970). While concurring, Trezise (1978) finds that high 
achievers appear to have an innate affinity toward books and printed 
matter in general. He further characterizes the gifted child as one 
who responds best to instruction that is relatively less structured 
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and which allows for more independent learning and critical thinking. 
In general, Trezise finds gifted children to differ from others in 
timing, pacing, depth and degree, moving rapidly through certain levels 
of instruction and wanting to delve deeper into ideas. 
Since interests playa significant role in motivating students 
as Moray (1978) points out, it is important for teachers of these high 
achievers to find the areas of interest in order to capitalize on them 
and add depth and breadth to their educational program. 
Due to their unique characteristics, Gallagher (1975) contends 
that the language arts is a favorite of the high achievers for various 
reasons. They are able to engage in discussions, have a chance to 
read literature, are provided with opportunities to use their imagina­
tion and creative talent, while enjoying the structure of grammar and 
linguistics. More recently, Buescher (1979) suggests that high achiev­
ers learn best through playful imagination and playing with their lan­
guage. 
General academic characteristics of intermediate level children 
are reported by Torrance (1964). He found the intermediate grade stu­
dent appears to delight in exploration, either in books or first-hand 
experiences. In addition, he found this age to be a great age for 
reading. Meisel and Glass state that history, geography, biography 
and historical fiction are strong interests of fifth grade boys while 
girls prefer personal adventure, humor and fantasy. However, both 
boys and girls at intermediate level enjoy historical biography as 
well as historic and geographic non-fiction. 
Smith (1974) believes the intermediate level is a good age for 
fostering creativity in students due to their wealth of background and 
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lack of inhibition in divergent thinking. In addition, he finds the 
emerging content curriculum adds dimensions in forms, content and 
learning. This is an age of great potential (Havinghurst 1972). 
These characteristics of gifted learners at the intermediate 
level demonstrate a need for planning innovative educational programs 
to aid children to realize their full potential and to make significant 
social contributions. 
Enrichment 
Various authors have suggested a variety of organizational plans 
to meet the needs of the high achieving student. These educational 
plans have been much-discussed. They include acceleration, in which 
the student moVes rapidly through the curriculum either by early admis­
sions as Havinghurst and DeHoan (1957) found successful, or by grade 
skipping, which, as Witty (1971) points out, can lead to possible 
adjustment problems or rapid progress which can leave skill and social 
gaps. 
According to Henson (1976) and others, the other more encouraging 
plan is that of enrichment in which adaptations are made in a class to 
present learning experiences over and beyond those normally provided 
in order to increase breadth and depth of learning. Most enrichment 
activities are exploratory in nature and may lead to new fields of 
learning while they provide the means to develop new interests (Dunne, 
1973) . 
Enrichment can be defined as the type of activity devoted to the 
further development of the particular intellectual skills and talents 
of the gifted child. Research indicates that these major skills are 
the ability to associate and interrelate concepts, the ability to 
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create new ideas and new lines of thought, the ability to reason through 
complex problems and the ability to understand other situations, times 
and people; to be less bound by one's own peculiar environment and sur­
roundings (Gallagher 1976). 
Dunne (1973) indicates that enrichment practices should prevail 
in any administrative arrangement. He believes that enrichment is com­
mon to all programs where education is differentiated for the gifted 
whether in a regular class, special groupings or accelerated programs. 
In other words, enrichment is central to any curriculum plan for the 
gifted. 
Content that is enriched should carry students to higher levels of 
competence and understanding. It should be at an appropriate ideation­
al level dealing with major concepts and ideas, extend conceptualization 
and understanding, and provide transfer, generalization and application. 
One type of enrichment procedure is to have the high achiever pursue an 
in-depth study in a particular subject area. The material is restruc­
tured so that the child learns the basic information but the material 
will pose a stimulating problem for the child to solve. 
Although Ziv (1977) finds dangers in enrichment, which he considers 
extra-curricular grouping, he finds merit in that it prevents a kind 
of "intellectual ghettoism." Ziv further reports that the "how" rather 
than the l'what" needs to be changed in enrichment programs for the 
gifted. 
Vernon (1977) stresses that enrichment is a teaching procedure, 
not an administrative device, which appears to be most popular in North 
America. He further defines enrichment as provisions of some form of 
additional educational experiences which supplement regular classroom 
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activities. He warns, however, that this vague term can cause a shelf 
of books for reading in spare time to be labeled enrichment. 
Advocates of enrichment stress horizontal building as opposed 
to vertical, in order to broaden and deepen knowledge and experiences. 
True enrichment appears to aim at the higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy 
of Educational Objectives which include comprehension, synthesis and 
evaluation while creating opportunities for creative production and 
expression of ideas, not merely acceptance of ideas of others. 
According to Martinson (1973), enrichment activities should stress 
self-determination of learning activities and are not justified unless 
they involve persistent careful effort. 
Syphers (1972) urges that provisions for the gifted be one phase 
of providing for individual differences. Many other authors view 
enrichment provisions as a blend of structured and unstructured activi­
ties. Enrichment should include the substitution of meaningful learning 
for pointless and boring repetition. Appropriate activities should 
challenge the full use of the student's abilities through increasing 
knowledge and understandings. Good enrichment activities should have 
as their main purpose the development of a love for learning. Addition­
al work is not considered to be enrichment if it is merely "more of 
the same." Any enrichment should be highly individualized in terms of 
learners' abilities and interests. 
Kaplan (1974) provides a worthwhile checklist to measure activities 
specified as enrichment. Briefly, she indicates that enrichment activi­
ties are those that encourage productive thinking and problem solving, 
apply and associate learning to other areas, aid in learning concepts 
and generalizations, produce complex thinking, extend and/or replace 
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traditional learning experiences, promote interrelating information 
and critical evaluation. 
It is apparent that the problem with the definition of enrichment 
is a semantic one. There is agreement that the methodology for the 
education of the gifted requires a different approach. Teachers of 
the gifted must be experimental in attitude and willing to challenge 
traditional learning and teaching procedures to enable the gifted 
learner to realize his/her full potential. 
Creativity and Divergent Thinking 
When one considers educational programs for the gifted child, the 
ideas of creativity and divergent thinking naturally surface. Any pro­
gram for these high achievers should provide opportunities for diverse 
thinking skills. 
Torrance (1963) emphasizes that today's schools must teach stu­
dents how to think in all ways: critically, creatively, constructively, 
independently, logically, literally and analytically. He further states 
that as this creative, thinking person evolves, bold changes in educa­
tion that require imagination and hard work will be necessary. 
Meeker (1973) appears to concur and further indicates that many. 
potentially gifted students are unidentified because their strengths 
are untapped in the traditional school setting. 
Torrance (1970), Henson (1976) and others contend that creativity 
and divergent thinking are skills and therefore can be learned. They 
can be improved when encouraged and can be inhibited when met with 
disinterest or criticism. 
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The extensive research by Torrance in the area of creativity 
emphasizes the concepts of fluency, flexibility, elaboration and orgi­
nality to develop creative thought. Fluency refers to the quantity 
of ideas produced from a stimulus, ideas that are appropriate and not 
simply bizarre (Henson 1973). Flexibility includes investigating 
problems from many perspectives in search of possible solutions. The 
ability to build on ideas while investigating the variety of implica­
tions and ramifications is characteristic of elaboration, while the 
production of novel ideas characterizes originality. 
Associated with creative abilities is divergent production with 
an emphasis on generation of variety and quality of information from 
some given source (Meeker 1973). In this area, the student demonstrates 
unique solutions to common problems and/or unconventional responses to 
conventional tasks. 
Divergent thinking is posing challenges, puzzles and problems where 
there is no correct answer. It can be encouraged by questions aimed 
at inferencing. Divergent thinking can manifest itself in many diverse 
activities. The teacher must set a creative climate to accept diver­
gence and adopt an active role in developing these potentials and pro­
vide opportunities for their expression. 
Since these divergent abilities can develop automatically, and 
must be guided through intellectual stimulation, Meeker (1973) warns 
teachers not to place personal judgement on the products of these stu­
dents. However, divergent thinking or creativity "does not occur in 
a vacuum." 
Torrance (1962) found that students can learn creativity more 
effectively by questioning, experimenting, exploring and testing ideas. 
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Bamman (1971) quotes Ciardi, "Creativity is the imaginatively gifted 
recombination of old elements into new .... The elements of an inven­
tion or of a creation cannot be taught; but the creativity must be self­
discovered and self-disciplined." 
Our present society is success-oriented. This societal attitude 
can interfere with the creative process, according to Torrance (1963). 
He further reports that divergence is equated with abnormality and as 
such is subjected to pressure from peers and parents who tend to re­
inforce societal pressures. These attitudes appear to rob a child of 
curiosity, initiative and resourcefullness. Consequently, teachers 
must set a creative climate to accept and encourage divergence and 
creativity. 
Language Arts 
Most authorities agree that the language arts consist of all the 
modes of communication: reading, writing, speaking, listening. Endres, 
Lamb and Lazarus (1969) include perception as an objective of language 
arts, while Moffet (1968) indicates that language arts is a course in 
thinking. These ideas are summed up rather succinctly by Bamman (1971) 
when he states that language is the heart of the individual's intellec­
tual life. 
The character and nature of the gifted child necessitates broad 
objectives for a language arts program. Kennedy (1975) supports this 
idea by suggesting that a language arts program for the gifted include 
activities and objectives that: 
1.	 Enable him to develop the skills in critical
 
thinking that are vital to the objective analysis
 
of language related problems.
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2.	 Provide him with opportunities for independent study 
and independent thought in language-related areas. 
3.	 Afford him the opportunities as well as the freedom
 
to become intellectually and creatively curious with
 
respect to language-related problems and issues.
 
4.	 Enable him to operate at an intellectual level commen­
surate with his ability in all language-related areas 
of study. (p. 230) 
Francis (1963) also sets certain general objectives for the gifted 
student. His list includes general objectives which allow teachers: 
1.	 To inform the student about the nature of language and 
its place in human history and culture, its relation to 
the formulation and communication of ideas and to the 
expression of artistic and philisophic insights and 
perceptions. 
2.	 To supply the student with information about his own 
language - its structure, its vocabulary, its history, 
its variety and its present important position in 
world affairs. 
3.	 To encourage the student to have a wholesome respect 
for his language, manifesting itself in a more sensitive, 
careful and accurate use in both writing and speech. 
(p.	 47) 
All objectives listed are general, due to the individuality of the 
gifted learner. The teacher must supply the specific learning exper­
iences to facilitate these objectives while taking special care to de­
velop a balanced program for the interests of the high achiever. 
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Kennedy (1975) finds the normal tendency of classroom teachers 
to consider enrichment for the gifted, "more" content and "more" 
skills when in reality the language learning experiences should differ 
in quality. 
According to Gallagher (1975), a strong language arts program 
should help students become more sophisticated in interpreting the 
motivations of others while encouraging the gifted student to express 
him/herself with imagination, to develop original and unusual ideas and 
to learn skills to provide for more effective expression. 
There appear to be several factors distinguishing language arts 
programs for the gifted students. House et ~ (1972) found greater 
freedom in encouraging creative and reflective thinking by students, 
greater student independence in working at an individualized pace, and 
more problem-solving and 'creativity techniques employed by the teachers 
of the gifted students. 
The specifics of a language arts program for the high achievers 
are limitless. Numerous authors suggest specifics to stimulate the 
expressive abilities of gifted students. Arnold (1962), Bachtold (1966), 
Cushenberry and Howell (1974), Knight (1974), Kennedy (1975), Moffett 
(1968) and Pilon (1978) are some authors with specific approaches to 
language arts programs for the gifted. All suggestions appear to 
follow a pattern of communication through critical expression or re­
ception in addition to encouraging a concern for values. 
No single textbook or book of any kind can satisfy the rich liter­
ary talents or needs of the gifted student. The diversity of materials 
and program efforts to match the diversity of abilities, cultural back­
grounds, and motivations of gifted students is imperative. 
Chapter III 
ENRICHMENT TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES 
Introducti on 
"A course in language learning is a course in thinking. Conceiv­
ing and verbalizing must be taken together," (Moffett, 1968, p. 11). 
The role of the teacher is to aid the students in expanding their cogni­
tive and verbal abilities as far as possible. 
Enrichment techniques and activities for the intermediate grade 
gifted students should take into consideration their unique character­
istics as well as their growth characteristics. They are very curious 
about a number of things and develop wide interests while seeking adven­
ture and excitement. They have highly-developed imaginations and enjoy 
creative expression. Furthermore, the intermediate grade student can 
use language as a refined tool in writing, reading, listening, and 
speaking. (Pooley, 1967). 
The results of an interest inventory (Appendix 1) given to a fifth­
grade, high-ability reading class suggested areas of interest in the 
language arts and provided a framework for enrichment activities. The 
students expressed high interest in reading literature, primarily myths. 
Interest in creative writing and dramatics was also strong. Therefore 
the enrichment activities included in this paper reflect that interest. 
Myths readily lend themselves to enrich the basic curriculum as 
shown in figure 1. The techniques and activities suggested are only a 







Language As Thinking 
Thinking about language aids in stimulating the expressive abili­
ties of gifted students. Creative thinking includes posing problems, 
challenges, and puzzles. It is the ability to be fluent in producing 
ideas and to make unusual associations between remote ideas. Flexi­
bility in thinking patterns, rearrangement of elements of thought, and 
the generation of original ideas characterize creative thinking. This 
variety of activity can unfold the panorama of mental growth in language 
and assist in the building of whole knowledge structures. Language 
should be about symbolizing experiences at various levels of abstraction 
and in various verbal modes. (Moffett, 1968) 
Dramatic work and discussion develop fluency of thought through 
reciprocal prompting. Games nourish logic, syllogisms and prediction. 
Experiences with collective thinking make possible more fluent and pro­
found solo thinking. (Moffett, 1968) 
Various other activities can be utilized to stimulate thinking, 
help break traditional mind-set, and encourage brainstorming. While 
accomplishing these objectives, thinking activities also stimulate crea­
tivity and divergent thought process. Through a variety of questions, 
students are encouraged to be fluent in their thinking and these ques­
tions can be springboards for creative writing and dramatics. 
Quantity Questions 
List all the mythical characters you can. 
How many English words come from the mythical character ? 
List as many cities, towns or geographical locations as you can 
with mythical influences. 
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List as many natural phenomena as you can. 
How many businesses or product names come from the myths? 
List as many car models with mythical names as you can. 
Forced Associations 
What mythical character is most like you? 
Which is faster: Mercury or gossip? 
How is a myth like following a recipe? 
How is a year like the phoenix? 
Which is more confusing: school or a labyrinth? 
How is a computer like a unicorn? 
Involvement Questions 
How would you feel if you were Pandora's box? 
How would you feel if you were Arachne's loom? 
What would Appollo's chariot feel like? 
How would Cupid's bow and arrow feel if it were human? 
Reorganization Questions 
What would happen if Pandora didn't open the box? 
If you were an ancient Greek consulting the oracle, what would it 
predict for you? 
What would happen if Atlas no longer held up the heavens? 
Viewpoint Questions 
How would mythmakers explain unidentified flying objects? 
How would they try to explain the Bermuda Triangle? 
How would the world today be viewed by the ancient Greeks? 
How might spiders view Arachne? 
How would Phaethon use a calculator? a telephone? 
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Language as Reading 
Much knowledge is gleaned through reading. Literature study should 
be an active component of the language arts program for the gifted and 
allow the student to go beyond the reading and study of selected stories 
in basal texts. The thematic approach to literature directly appeals to 
the verbally gifted student. According to Kennedy (1975) the thematic 
organization of literature for the gifted should: 
1.	 Afford the gifted pupil the opportunity for a greater 
range of critical and creative interaction with works 
of literature. 
2.	 Promote independent study and independent thought. 
3.	 Enable the gifted pupil to operate at a thoughtful
 
and a comprehensive interdisciplinary level.
 
4.	 Promote the expansion and the involvement of the
 




In aiding the gifted learner through reading, the teacher needs 
also to insure functional comprehension skills. These should be based 
on creative thinking. Functional reading skills include applying skills 
to content areas, literature or daily life. The basic skills include 
the acquisition of facts and ideas from various sources, use of special 
books and various library resources, locational and organizational 
skills, cross-reference ability and adjustment of rate to purpose and 
difficulty of material. 
In addition to functional reading skills, emphasis should be placed 
on a deeper understanding of the author's message through critical and 
creative reading. Students should be guided to evaluate the author's 
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message, judge his/her qualifications and apply the message to past ex­
perience and life situations. 
DeBoer (1963) identifies five aspects of creative reading. Included 
are creative inquiry by which one learns to ask questions beyond the 
literal; creative interpretation which is a reconstruction of the read­
ing material; creative integration, a combining of words and concepts 
into a new entity; creative application, a search for situations in one's 
own experience that relate directly or indirectly to what has been read; 
and creative criticism or separating fact from opinion and drawing one1s 
own conclusions. 
Functional, Critical and Creative Reading Activities Based on Myths 
Through use of a dictionary, encyclopedia or other reference books, 
students should be able to discover the following: 
Sue went to the amphitheater to see the hockey game. 
Jane was as quiet as a sphinx and wouldn't tell the mystery. 
The old hermit lived in a simple, Spartan manner. 
He's so tall that he seems as big as a Titan. 
She was furious when she lost her wallet. 
We have been studying the planet Neptune. 
The Colossus of Rhodes was a wonder of the ancient world. Rhodes 
was a city in Greece. List as many words as you can that come from 
this word. What was the Colossus of Rhodes? Why has no one seen it 
for more than 1500 years? 
Papyrus was the writing material of ancient countries. What did 
it come from? How was it prepared for writing? How did papyrus 
lIbooksll differ from books of today? 
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Centaurs were Greek. A famous old centaur named Chiron was the 
teacher of some of the heroes in Greek myths and legends. Why would 
it be astonishing to come to school some morning and find a new 
teacher who was a centaur? 
Diana was the Roman goddess. Find out why women and hunters 
prayed for her help and why she belonged to the night. What kind 
of symbol would you design to represent Diana? 
What is a labyrinth? Where did the word come from? Design a 
labyrinth of. your own. 
Apollo was the brother of Diana. You will find that he is also 
her antonym in nature. Explain why. Can you also explain why poets 
and musicians made special offerings to him? 
Pan was the god of wild places, mischief and merrymaking. He 
invented the musical pipe and could make wonderful music. Explain 
why he never wore sandals or shoes and why you could hang your hat 
on his head. 
What made Argus so unusual? 
Transformation is a common element in Greek Mythology. Look up 
and tell how Arachne, Echo, Narcissus and Hyacinthus were transformed. 
Then pretend you have been transformed into some object or animal and 
write about your imaginary adventures. 
Report on the interesting myths behind the naming of the con­
stellations such as Cynus the Swan, Draco the Dragon, Bootes the 
Hunter, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. (Schiller, 1969) 
Darrow and Howes (1960) suggest that the following sharing activi­
ties can provide individuals with a sense of accomplishment and satis­
faction and motivate them toward greater achievement. Group members 
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Making an oral or written report
 
Making graphs, charts, maps
 
Participating in panel discussions
 
Writing questions and answers about a story
 
Activities to interest others in reading: 
Painting posters, murals or book jackets 
Preparing displays or bulletin boards 
Arranging a book table or an exhibit 
Making a scrapbook 
Developing book lists around special interests 
Activities to share feelings and impressions: 
Making book reports or book reviews 
Telling about an exciting incident in the story 
Reading favorite passages aloud 
Preparing and presenting a play about the story 
Illustrating parts of the story in a variety of media 
Activities to extend learnings: 
Writing an original story, poem or play 
Building a miniature model of a scene or objects in the story 
Making a book of cartoons or comics 
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Dressing like one of the characters in the book 
Preparing simple word puzzles 
Developing a collection of things discussed in the story 
Many of the techniques and activities in other sections of this 
paper can be adapted to meet the reading needs of the gifted learner. 
In addition, the listing of natural activities based on the higher 
level thinking skill from Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 
(Appendix 2) can serve the creative and innovative teacher. 
Language as Writing 
Moffett (1968) contends that writing assignments are thinking 
tasks. Furthermore, he suggests that emphasis on student writing 
creates more opportunities for learning by raising more problems. 
Lundsteen (1976) indicates four advantages for children who write. 
She suggests that writing can heighten the power of observation and sen­
sitivity to individual experiences. Writing can improve the compre­
hension processes relevant to speaking and reading, enhance self-concept 
and increase the teacher's understanding of the individual. 
The interest inventory (Appendix 1) suggests that high ability 
students enjoy writing and creating their own stories. However, as sev­
eral authors indicate, students need to be encouraged to write exposi­
tory forms as well as imaginative, self-expressive forms. Creative 
writing must not be limited to stories, poems or descriptions. Explana­
tion and argumentation can also generate creative ideas. Creative 
writing involves social sensitivity, an ability to solve problems as 






Exposition and argumentation involve the higher thought processes 
according to Moffett (1968). Exposition can be regarded as the expli~ 
cation of a procedure for making and using an invention. Creative 
argumentation is meant to have students make a choice and defend it. 
It involves participation in problem-solving and decision-making pro­
cesses. (Kantor, Perron 1977) 
Writing Activities Based on Myths 
- Write and keep a diary of a character from the myths. 
Write an editorial justifying Arachne's fate, Pandora's curio­
sity or Midas' greed. 
- Write a news story covering the journey of Perseus, the twelve 
labors of Hercules, and the weaving contest between Athena and 
Arachne. 
- Write a mini-myth to explain unidentified flying objects, black 
holes, the Bermuda Triangle, ground fog or 
- Choose a Greek and a Norse myth which try to explain the same 
thing. Compare them, noting similarities and differences. 
Write a support essay for choosing one over the other. 
- Read several versions of the same myth by different authors. 
Which myths would you choose to win an award for excellence? 
- Use mythical characters to complete figurative language:
 






- Build a new story from different mythical characters.
 
- Write commercials for some of the gods and goddesses.
 
- Add some additional episodes to a myth.
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Write an imaginary phone conversation between a god or goddess 
and a mortal, or between two characters from other myths. 
- Write an essay on modern day heroes. Include the characteristics 
of heroes, names of modern heroes and why you consider them heroes. 
- Write a recipe for value exhibited through the myths such as wis­
dom, success, friendship, love, wealth, happiness. Be sure to 
include the ingredients for the values. 
- Advertisers use many mythical characters as product names. For 
example: Medusa-Cement Company, Atlas-Batteries, Venus-Art 
supplies. Rename some products with appropriate names from the 
myths. 
- Create a new mythical beast. Write its story.
 
- Write a play based on a myth.
 




After reading a myth, compare it to the filmstrip version. Write
 
a paragraph explaining the similarities and differences.
 
- Find other literary works that center around the same theme as 
one of the myths, such as greed, vanity, arrogance, predestination. 
- Research the dimensions of the temple on Mount Olympus. Design 
your own temple for the gods and goddesses. 
- Write an imaginary letter from one mythical character to another. 
- Build a new story from several different myths. 
Language As Listening 
Because listening is the first language skill to develop chrono­
logically, it has been often referred to as the primary language skill. 
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However, its importance has generally not been reflected in the curricu­
lum. Endres, Lamb and Lazarus (1969) suggest several objectives in the 
development of listening skills. They include listening to ideas of 
others with an open mind and to extend the courtesies of listening, to 
acquire skills of critical listening and to develop critical taste or 
to prefer authentic and imaginative over the contrived and stereotyped 
in media. 
A critical listener should be able to interpret the motives of 
the speaker, judge the effectiveness of the speaker on the basis of 
poise, actions and relationship with the audience. A critical listener 
also should be able to analyze the content of a speech for organiza­
tion, purpose, and development of ideas. 
When a critical listener is involved in group discussion, he/ 
she should be able to evaluate the timing and impact of his/her contri­
butions as well as the role of the leader and the meaningfulness of 
the discussion. 
It seems apparent that the listener should be trained in critical 
evaluation and the area of speaking is necessary for this development. 
Activities For Developing Listening Skills 
- Purposefully listen to gossip and rumor for a week. If you hear 
gossip, try to determine if it is malicious, idle talk or an 
attempt to raise one's prestige by lowering another's. (Galla­
gher, 1975) 
- Listen to speeches, reports, panel discussions or group discussions 
for glittering generalities: freedom, patriotic friend, American, 
democratic. (Gallagher 1975) 
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- Critically analyze television programs, school assemblies or 
commercials. Listen to references from the myths. Organize 
your evaluation in the form of criticisms and recommendations. 
- Listen to poems and stories of the myths. Act out what you hear. 
- Listen to the oral recitation of the students. Carefully evaluate 
it. 
- As a myth is read aloud, listen for figurative language, words 
with scientific reference, names of mythical characters and so on. 
Listen carefully to the reading of a myth in order to retell it 
in your own words or to dramatize it. 
- Pretend this is the last day to hear any sounds. Observe vividly 
and record impressions. 
- How might Echo react to all the sounds you hear in one day? 
- Echo or imitate a television character or commercial. Try to 
imitate the exact feelings expressed. 
- Listen to sounds that have been taped. Try to match a mythical 
character to each of the sounds. 
Language as Speaking 
Speaking one's language is a skill which becomes refined through 
maturation. Intermediate-age students are able to speak with ease and 
are eager for opportunities to do so. Pantomime, dramatic play and 
creative dramatics are the most obvious forms of activities which can 
enhance speaking abilities. Pantomime is the expression of feelings, 
actions and reactions without words through bodily actions. Dramatic 
play is spontaneous, make-believe activity. Creative dramatics is a 
group experience. Children act out events based on literature or own 
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life experiences, often improvising along the way. Role-playing and 
choral speaking are other ways of tapping speaking abilities. 
Speaking also includes functional skills such as speaking to 
inform, instruct, persuade or evaluate. Gifted students should be 
afforded the opportunities to develop these skills. 
Speaking Activities Based on Myths 
- Pantomime each of the evils in Pandora1s box, Phaethon's chariot 
race, Perseus in search of Medusa, movement of the mythical 
animals, the weaving contest between Arachne and Athena. 
- Dramatic play. Choose a character from the myths. Act out his/ 
her feelings at the climax of the story. Act out the transforma­
tion of Echo. Dramatize the evils in Pandora's box. Act out 
Midas' reaction when he realizes he has a Golden touch. Relive 
an historical event such as the space flight to the moon or a 
presidential campaign, inauguration or speech in the times of the 
Greeks. 
- Creative dramatics. Dramatize a court trial where fate is decided. 
Write a play version of a myth. Choose your actors, prepare 
scenery and costumes. Present your play to the class. Create a 
puppet show or radio play from a myth. 
- Functional speaking. Prepare a group discussion of favorite 
mythical characters. Inform the class of their role in the myth 
as well as your reasons for your choice. Read aloud an exciting 
part of a myth. Prepare a panel discussion on the values demon­
strated through the myths. Compare the scientific explanation 
of natural phenomena with the mythical version. Prepare an inter­
view with one of the gods, goddesses or characters from the myths. 
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Be sure to plan what questions you will ask and keep in mind the 
purpose of the interview. 
Language as Playing with Words 
Intermediate grade students seem to delight in discovering new 
words, their meanings, and the relationships between them. Myths 
readily supply material to meet these objectives. Several books which 
provide numerous, interesting ideas to plan activities with words are: 
1.	 Words, Sounds, and Thoughts by Dorothy Grant Hennings 
(New York: Citation Press, 1977). 
2.	 Teaching Language Arts Creatively in the Elementary Grades 
by A. Barbara Pilon (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978). 
3.	 Teaching Language Arts Creatively by Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978). 
4.	 Successful Techniques for Teaching Elementary Language Arts 
by Rosalind Minor Ashley (West Nyack, New York: Parker 
Publishing Company, 1970). 
5.	 Language Enrichment Activities for the Elementary School by 
Joseph Crescimbeni (West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing 
Company, 1979). 
6.	 Playing With Words by Joseph T. Shipley (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1960). 
7.	 Thinkerthings: A Student-generated Approach to Language 
Experience by Sharon Miller and Wallace Judd (Menlo Park, 
California: Addison Wesley, 1975). 
The following suggestions are but a small sample of activities 
applicable from the myths: acrostics, anagrams, analogies, antonyms, 
crossword puzzles, cliches, cryptograms, etymologies, illustrated words, 
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letter patterns, metaphors, portmanteau words, similes; synonyms, 
tongue twisters, word trees. 
Following are some.sample activities to be utilized in working 






as swift as 
as jealous as 
as ugly as 
as shrill as 
by Jove 
Argus-eyed 
to cut the Gordian knot 
dog days 









Cosmos--cosmic, cosmetics, cosmopolitan 
Gaea--geology, geometry, geography 




rename the days of the week using 
rename the planets 
rename the months 
rename the signs of the zodiac 
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can you find the 
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Summary 
The purpose of this paper is to provide teacher s with suggested 
activities and techniques which stimulate creativity and divergent 
thinking in the language arts for gifted learners. Since teacher's 
should build on the interests of the gifted and talented students, 
the methods, techniques, and materials suggested are only starting 
points for the innovative educator. The area of language arts provides 
a broad framework for exciting challenges to both the creative teacher 
and the gifted student. 
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APPENDIX I 
This inventory was given to thirty fifth grade students in a high 
ability reading class. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number 
of responses for that criteria. Because some students did not mark each 
subgroup, the total number of responses in each subgroup does not equal 
thirty. 
Interest Inventory 
This inventory is designed to aid a teacher in planning units of 
study in the language arts. Please read each question and indicate 
your preference for each subgroup according to the following criteria: 
1 strong interest 2 some in teres t 3 no interest 
1. In the language arts, I would study: 
words and vocabulary 1 (5 ) 2 (18) 3 (7) 
reading and literature 1 (26) 2 (3) 3 (1) 
writing 1 (9 ) 2 (17) 3 ( 4) 
speaking 1 (6) 2 (15 ) 3 (9) 
listening 1 (10 ) 2 (13) 3 (5 ) 
2. In vocabulary and words, I would study: 
origins of words 1 (12 ) 2 (15 ) 3 (1) 
synonyms and antonyms 1 (3 ) 2 (16) 3 (5) 
figurative language 1 (13 ) 2 (6) 3 (7) 
dialects 1 (7) 2 (20) 3 (0) 
slang 1 (12 ) 2 (11 ) 3 (6) 
new words and meanings 1 (14) 2 ( 13) 3 (3) 
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3. In reading and literature, I would study: 
myths, fables, folklore 1 (24 ) 2 (4) 3 (2) 
biographies, autobiographies 1 (8) 2 (16) 3 (6) 
historical fiction 1 (9) 2 (19) 3 (2 ) 
science fiction 1 (16) 2 (12 ) 3 (2) 
fantasy 1 (21) 2 (7) 3 (2 ) 
adventure 1 (20) 2 (9) 3 (1) 
stories of people my age 1 (7) 2 ( 15) 3 (7) 
humor 1 (21) 2 (9 ) 3 (0) 
mystery 1 (20) 2 (5) 3 (5) 
animals 1 (16) 2 (10 ) 3 (4) 
poetry 1 (7) 2 (10) 3 (13) 
non-fiction 1 (11) 2 (14) 3 (4) 
4. In writing, I would study: 
report writing 1 (7) 2 (20) 3 (5) 
story writing 1 (18) 2 (10) 3 (2) 
poetry writing 1 (10) 2 (9) 3 (11 ) 
play writing 1 (18) 2 (7) 3 (5) 
5. In speaking, I would study: 
public speaking techniques 1 (3) 2 (17) 3 (9) 
expressing opinions/viewpoints 1 (10) 2 (14) 3 (6) 
creative speaking/dramatics 1 (16) 2 (8) 3 (6) 
6. In listening, I would study: 
listening to follow directions 1 (7) 2 (12) 3 (10 ) 
critical listening 1 (15 ) 2 (12 ) 3 (3 ) 
creative listening 1 (17) 2 (10) 3 ( 3) 
APPENDIX II 
LEVEL OF THINKING: SYNTHESIS ANALYSIS APPLICATION EVALUATION 
(putting together (taking apart (making use of (judging the outcome) 
the new) the known) known) 
TEACHING VERBS: add to categorize model debate 
create take apart apply solve 
imagi ne analyze code recommend 
combine separate organize judge 
suppose dissect construct criticize 
predict diagram experiment consider 
hypothesize classify sketch weigh 
design compare paint appraise 
what if ... contrast draw justify 
invent describe generalize 
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LEVEL OF THINKING: SYNTHESIS ANALYSIS APPLICATION EVALUATION 
(putting together (taking apart (making use of (judging the outcome) 
the new) the known) known) 






ACTIVITI ES: puppet show graph diary editori a1 
story survey scrapbook self-evaluation 
poem questionnaire photographs panel evaluation 
play commercial stitchery court trial 
pantomime report cartoon conclusion 
song diagram map I 
w 
T.V. chart mobile CJ1 I 
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(making use of 
known) 
model 
ill ustrati on 
sculpture 
EVALUATION 
(judging the outcome) 
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Sel~cted Source List For Teachers 
-Creative Thinking, Language Arts, Writing 
Applied Imagination, Osborne, Scribner 
The Book of Think, Burns, Little, Brown, and Co. 
Creative Prescriptions Unlimited, East Whittier City School District, 
East Whittier, California 
For Those Who Wonder, Invitations to Thinking and Doing, Invitations 
to Speaking and Writing Creatively, Myers and Torrance, Ginn. 
Flub Stubs, Brown, Creative Teaching Press 
How to Write a Saleable Story, Castle, DOK. 
Imagination Express, Davis, DOK. 
Improvisation for the Theatre, Spolin, Northwestern University Press 
Making it Strange, Synectics, Harper and Row 
Project Write, Endsley, 1421 Arlington El Cerrito, California 
Logic Brain Teasers, Puzzles 
Logic Links, Developing Logical Thought Processes, Eads and Post, 
Torrance Unified School District, Torrance, CA. 
536 Puzzles and Curious Problems, Dudenay Scribner. 
For the Brighter Students - Mind Expanders, Educational Insights, 
Carson, CA. 
Fun With Brain Puzzlers, Longley, Cook Fawcett Publications, Inc. 
Games for the Super Intelligent, Fixx, Popular Library 
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